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 The Conservation Group for the Prestwood and Kingshill Area 

 

NEWSLETTER 20 

September 2009 
 

Chair’s Column 
Hello everyone.  I hope you have been able to make the most of our stuttering summer.  Valerie 
and I have just returned from a break in Norfolk.  It was 28º centigrade on the coast.  The air 

was filled with the buzz of insects.  Butterflies were in abundance, both variety and numbers.  
Dragonflies, always plentiful in Norfolk, were flying around in veritable squadrons.  One, the 

Golden Ringed Dragonfly was huge.  I’m told it’s fairly common elsewhere in the UK but an 
infrequent visitor to East Anglia.  It has the peculiar habit of hanging vertically from tree 
branches.  There were also lots of ladybirds about.  Norfolk folk call them ‘Bishy Barnabies’. 

Well, back here there’s been plenty of PN activity.  Sheepwash saw its first party of 
young pond dippers and Boug’s Meadow is getting regular scythe haircuts.  We are about to 
embark on a series of pond surveys and our Tree and Hedge surveys will start up again soon.  

We have permission to start a Wildlife Garden on the same site as our Kiln Common Orchard at 
Greenlands Lane Allotments.  PLEASE get involved in some of our activities if you can.  If your 
circumstances preclude it then rest assured that your subscriptions and donations underpin all 

our conservation activities. 
Preparations for this year’s AGM (November 3rd) are underway.  The agenda will of 

course include elections for The Council.  If you would like to serve on it and act as a trustee 

please contact one of the existing members.  The AGM evening will include presentations by 
several PN members and there will be a display of wildlife photography.  I hope to see you 
there.  In the meantime, happy wildlife watching!      John Obee 
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From the Editor 

It’s good to see the 7-spot ladybird fighting 
back this year.  There seem to be good numbers 
of these native ladybirds in Prestwood (and 
Norfolk see above) regaining dominance over the 

invasive Harlequin. Have you been part of the PN 
ladybird survey this year?  The Annual Report 
which accompanies this mailing has details of all 
this year’s activities including the Garden 
Ladybird survey.   
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MEMBERS’ NEWS 
The Editor had no sooner sent the last 
newsletter for printing than on 1st June she 
discovered a new site for Corky-fruited Water-
dropwort. This plant has its only Bucks colony on 
Collings Hanger Farm, where it is protected, but 
it does spread on to the Wycombe Road verge 
beside the farm. But it was a surprise to find it 
had spread as far down the road as Giles Gate, 
where a group of half a dozen were flowering 
near the bus stop. Unfortunately it was 
completely annihilated by a mower within a 
couple of days. It is this sort of problem that 
we hope to tackle when we start up our road 
verge project in the near future (see Annual 
Report). 
 At the same time early summer brought 
the first reports of singing Skylarks on Collings 
Hanger Farm and Swifts nesting on Great 
Missenden High Street (Marilyn Fletcher). The 
latter are a matter for concern because modern 
housing does not accommodate their nesting 
needs, although special bricks can be 
incorporated into new building and should 
regularly be used. At the same time we had the 
sudden swarms of chafers that occur at this 
time. Ian Waller saw hordes of the pretty 
Garden Chafer on the verge beside his farm, 
although within hours they had all dispersed and 
were difficult to find. They live as grubs in the 
soil most of the time and their adult life is 
probably very short – emerge, mate, lay egg, die. 
 Still right at the beginning of June we 
recorded our first Painted Ladies. There had 
been what has been described as “one of the 
greatest immigration events of the last 50 
years” (Nick Bowles, Butterfly Conservation), 
with billions (yes, billions!) moving from North 
Africa into southern Europe in March and April, 
at a rate of about 100 miles a day. They started 
arriving in Britain in May and within weeks were 
everywhere in great numbers, sometimes a 
thousand an hour passing through gardens. Many 
of these butterflies were pale and somewhat 
ragged when they arrived with us, but many laid 
eggs, leading to an indigenous second generation 
with brighter colours throughout the summer. 
Although I saw an immigrant Silver Y with my 
first painted lady, these moths never became 

very common and the influx of painted ladies 
turned out to be an isolated event, with, in fact, 
little immigration the rest of the summer. 
 Compared to the last few years it turned 
out to be a decent butterfly year for some 
native species too. By the time the buddleias 
were flowering they often attracted a 
kaleidoscope of whirring colour, with painted 
ladies, red admirals, peacocks, small 
tortoiseshells, commas, brimstones, and all three 
common whites. Several times I saw all these 
species on a single bush. 
 But that was not the end of the butterfly 
news. Over a period of 11 days in early August 
we got three separate records of a new species 
for our area – Silver-washed Fritillary, again 
mainly attracted to buddleia.  There are well-
known thriving colonies of these strong-flying 
butterflies nearby – e.g. Wendover Woods, but 
they had not previously been known to extend 
their range this far. The first to identify one 
positively (Val Marshall saw what was probably 
one flying away from her at Little Hampden) was 
Christine Hoskins, who saw one resting on ivy on 
2 August and could get a good look. Then Robert 
Lewis saw a rather ragged one on buddleia in the 
field opposite the Perks Lane Picnic Site on the 
11th and I saw one basking in the garden, having 
just been feeding on buddleia, on the 13th. This 
seems to have been a short-lived influx and does 
not necessarily mean that a new colony has been 
started in this area, although its food-plant, 
dog-violet, is common enough. 
 While I am on Lepidoptera, I should say 
that John Obee saw a Lime Hawkmoth in his 
garden on 11 June and Chris Bartlett recorded 
our first Gothic moth on 12 July. 
 Some other good insects were around 
this summer too. I spotted several new beetles 
and flies at various sites, especially on Hampden 
Bottom Farm. Perks Lane also proved to be a 
good centre. Vanessa Rickett saw the 
centimetre-long bright red and blue Red Poplar 
Leaf Beetle (on the same day, 14 June, that Tina 
Hillas spotted a Bee Orchid flowering at the 
neighbouring Picnic Site), Peter Daltry saw the 
equally large shiny green Rose Chafer on 27 
June, George Lewis had a Stag Beetle in his 
garden on 1 July, but then exceeded that with 
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two new insects in one day on 6 August, with the 
black-spotted red False Ladybird and a 
fearsome horsefly called the Twin-lobed 
Deerfly. The latter usually inhabit marshy areas 
and may have spread because of abundant 
summer rains, but they would also have found 
plenty of their usual “host” in the burgeoning 
roe-deer and muntjac populations. Finally, Val 
Marshall found a Lesser Stag Beetle at Little 
Hampden on 15 August, and the next day Chris 
Bartlett brought me a birthday present of an 
Oak bush-cricket found while we were scything 
Boug’s Meadow, which already shows some 
improvement in numbers of flower and insect 
species. 
 But just to add to the impression that we 
live in “interesting times” (as the Chinese curse 
has it), Mike Collard not only had a good view of 
what he is pretty sure is a genuine native Polecat 
in one of our woods, but was also able to take its 
picture! These creatures are certainly breeding 
in our area. There are also plenty of Grass 
Snakes, but they are not very often seen, so 
Marilyn Fletcher was excited at seeing one at 
the side of her road. Not wanting to be the 
centre of attention, it sidled off through a 
garden and into Angling Spring Wood. 
 At the end of August we started to get a 
foretaste of autumn, as several interesting fungi 
started to appear. Ian Taylor had a Lurid Bolete 
in his garden on 10 August and I saw another in 
Green Lane on 26th. Pale brown on top, with a 
red-orange stem and pores, on being sliced 
through the pale yellow flesh goes blue with a 
patch of black-red at the base, a character 
which helps recognition. I spotted the larger 
Iodine Bolete on the roadside near Speen Farm, 
but was particularly pleased when a large 
mushroom called The Prince emerged at the side 
of Lodge Lane almost opposite our house, looking 
at first sight like a Parasol Mushroom. In his 
mushroom cookery book, the guru Antonio 
Carluccio declares this species “rare but 
wonderful to eat”. It was large enough to make a 
meal for both Val and I and we can vouch that it 
is probably the best fungus other than truffles 
we have ever tasted. 
 Lastly, this column would not be complete 
without yet another new slug record! We found 

Lehmannia valentiana in our garden on our 
wedding anniversary in July (a present from 
above)! This is an introduced species that has 
been in Britain for a long time living in large 
greenhouses (hence its name the Greenhouse 
Slug), but has recently started appearing out in 
gardens, probably with “improving” climate. The 
mollusc atlas (1999) only shows 17 records in the 
whole of England, although it is believed to be 
overlooked and is probably increasing. 
    Tony Marshall 

 

OTHER NEWS 
Hedgehogs 

Since 2001 there has been, according to 
research conducted by the People’s Trust for 
Endangered Species, a 20% drop in the numbers 
of hedgehogs.  PTES maintain that gardens 
offer prime habitat for hedgehogs, and urges 
gardeners to encourage these ‘friends’ by 
maintaining less than tidy areas in the garden, 
and allowing areas of penetration through the 
boundary.  Landowners are encouraged to 
restore connectivity by increasing hedgerows 
and field edges.  
More information and ways to attract hedgehogs 
to your garden from www.ptes.org    

 

 
 

Fungus Fest 

For fans of fungi as flavoursome food The Gate 
Vegetarian Restaurant in Hammersmith is 
offering a five course Fungus Fest featuring 
fifteen different fungi in October. 
Further details from www.thegate.tv   
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ACTIVITIES REPORTS 
 

BIRD WALK 27th June 09 
With the intention of counting bird species while 
walking the butterfly transect, PN members met 
at the Picnic Site at 7am on Saturday 27th June.  

We were joined by Mike Collard and his 
wife and given their considerable expertise we 
were optimistic that at least thirty species of 
birds could be recorded. However, our 
endeavours initially proved disappointing because 
only eight common species were present at the 
Nature Reserve and there was no evidence of 
any of the warblers we had hoped would have 
been calling. Mike suspected that it was getting 
rather late in the season to hear warbler song. 

Undeterred we crossed the road and 
followed the footpath up to Denner Hill. Here to 
our surprise large numbers of Ringlet 
butterflies were seen enjoying the early morning 
sunshine and we also saw several Goldfinches 
feeding in the scrub which has now colonised 
much of the field adjacent to the main road.  

Near a patch of young yew trees we 
heard our first Blackcap. Once we started to 
walk along the ridge on Denner Hill the number 
of bird species gradually increased. Notable 
species recorded during this section of the walk 
included Bullfinch, Nuthatch and several young 
Green Woodpeckers. After Denner Hill we 
continued walking back down Hampden Road. 
Here more species of bird were clearly heard 
calling, including Skylark, Yellowhammer and 
Whitethroat. This brought our total to twenty 
nine species recorded. During the morning walk 
we had been continually bitten by horse flies so 
to prevent any more discomfort we decided not 
to continue the walk and instead we made our 
way back to the Picnic Site car park. Originally 
our intention had been to visit Wendover Woods 
to look for Grasshopper Warblers but for the 
first time in many years this summer visitor had 
not nested in the wood. However, on Mike’s 
suggestion we drove down to Hughenden church 
where Spotted Flycatchers were known to be 
nesting in the churchyard. As we got to the main 
churchyard gate, directly on cue, a male Spotted 
Flycatcher was seen in full song perched upon a 
gravestone directly in front of us. With this our  

 
final species recorded, we agreed that the walk 
had been worthwhile and a very enjoyable start 
to a gloriously sunny summer’s day.  
    Ian Taylor 

 

POND DIPPING at the SHEEPWASH  

An increasingly important aspect of the work of 
Prestwood Nature is the involvement and 
education of local people, particularly children 
who will be the conservationists of the future. 
So it was in this spirit that on the evening of 
Thursday 9th July a pond dipping session was 
held at the Sheepwash pond. This gave local 
children the opportunity to discover the delights 
of pond dipping and, to use a well worn phrase, 
“get close to nature.” 
 The children spent a couple of hours 
investigating the pond using the three nets and 
discovered many newt larvae of various sizes 
(all, I think, were smooth newts) along with many 
water snails and water boatmen. The animals 
were placed in shallow dishes so that the 
children could study them at close quarters. At 
the end of the evening they were returned to 
the pond. 
 Seven families with 12 children turned up 
(including one from Princes Risborough) and a 
very good time was had by all! Many thanks to 
the Watch organisers Lesley Stoner and Gaye 
Pickard.   Chris Bartlett 

 

HEDGES AND TREES 

On a fine Sunday in August (yes there was one) 
George Lewis and I met with Tony at the Rising 
Sun in Little Hampden to learn how to measure 
trees and survey hedgerows. 

This survey appealed to me as, unlike 
butterflies, trees remain in the same place to be 
identified, measured and recorded. But first 
find your tree. We set off across Little 
Hampden Common looking for mature and 
preferably old trees. As they grow older trees 
provide a wonderful habitat for all manner of 
life forms both animal and vegetable. We found 
several trees which we measured around the 
trunk at chest height and recorded their 
diameters; Tony used his GPS system to pinpoint 
accurately where they were located. Amongst 
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the largest were sycamore, cherry, oak and yew 
- some of them several hundred years old. 

Next we set off to find some old beech 
trees which Tony had seen in the past but on 
this occasion they were very elusive (after all 
the best place to hide a tree is in a forest). 
Perhaps not so very different to butterflies 
after all! 
 Then we went onward and upward to the 
hedgerows. Ancient hedgerows like ancient trees 
provide a good habitat for numerous species and 
also provide a highway for animals to move from 
one area to another. We were shown how to look 
at the hedges and count the number of woody 
species in a 30 metre length. More than 6 
varieties is regarded in our area as providing a 
species-rich environment. 
 To decide whether a hedge is ancient or 
not (and a few can be traced back to medieval 
times) we have to look at other criteria as well, 
such as the presence of a bank and ditch which 
could indicate an old boundary line. We are also 
interested in the management of the hedge – 
has it ever been laid, and currently is it being 
trimmed or flail-cut to keep it at manageable 
height. 
 It is hoped that surveys of the trees and 
hedgerows will enable Prestwood Nature to 
advise on their management so that they can 
continue to provide the environment so essential 
to the well being of the wildlife in the area. 
 We need more volunteers to train to 
survey hedgerows and trees so that we can 
obtain a complete up-to-date picture of our 
area. Trees and hedge-shrubs are static and 
easy to identify. Hedges can be surveyed during 
the summer when they are in leaf, but trees can 
be identified just from their shape and bark so 
they can be recorded all year round. 
 What could be nicer on a fine day than a 
stroll in the countryside with a tape measure and 
clipboard and the feeling that you are helping to 
maintain our lovely countryside? 
 If you are interested in taking part in 
these surveys for which full training will be 
given please contact me, Vanessa Rickett (01494 
866516 or email var@fairholme.me.uk) 
    Vanessa Rickett 

CREPUSCULAR WALK 1st July 09 
With the light just beginning to fade we 
gathered at Hampden Bottom Farm. The purpose 
of our visit was to search for bats, glow-worms 
and any other creatures active at night. 
 We were thankful to Ian Waller for 
taking the time to guide us to an area of chalk 
grasslands known as Grubbins. Here we learnt of 
Ian’s involvement with the Environmental 
Stewardship Scheme. He spoke about the 
management of the field and pointed out some 
of the wild flowers including Lady’s Bedstraw, 
Fragrant Agrimony and Pyramidal Orchid. 
Another plant which plays a role in improving 
grasslands, is the hemi-parasite Red Bartsia. It 
takes nutrients from roots of grasses, thus 
weakening the host plant sufficiently to allow 
other wild flowers to flourish. 
 After our walk around Grubbins we began 
our search for nocturnal creatures. We set the 
bat detector to 45 KHz and within minutes 
heard the distinctive clicking sound of the 
Common Pipistrelle. With just enough light, we 
then witnessed an aerial and audio display which 
we all thoroughly enjoyed. With the bats’ rapid 
flight it was difficult to judge how many were 
present. There are seventeen species of bat 
resident in the UK. At times, three or four bats 
of differing sizes were visible which would 
suggest more than one species were present. 
However, despite tuning the detector to 
different frequencies we did not manage to 
identify any other species. 
 After watching the bat display we 
continued our crepuscular walk.  So as not to 
damage the grassland we remained on the 
footpaths and began our search for Glow-worms. 
We soon spotted a female glowing brightly. 
Unfortunately no others were sighted until we 
were about to give up our search when another 
solitary female was found. This was slightly 
disappointing because large numbers of these 
insects had been recorded in 2007 at this 
location. 
 The warm evening air made for an 
enjoyable walk looking for creatures active at 
night with the highlight of course being the 
dive-bombing bats.     Ian Taylor 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 
 ‘My House Was Once An Acorn …’ 

 
Roger Deakin, founder of Friends of the Earth 
and co-founder of Common Ground, the 
organisation that has campaigned significantly 
for ‘local distinctiveness’, was a prolific, 
idiosyncratic and brilliant writer who died in 
2006 at the age of 63, well before his time. His 
friend Robert Macfarlane, author of The Wild 
Places, says ‘he would have grown old, properly 
old, so superbly. He was an expert in age: in its 
charisma and its worth; everything he owned was 
worn, used, re-used. If anyone would have known 
how to age well, it was him’ (from Force of 
Nature, The Guardian 26th September, 2006)  
 Waterlog, Wildwood and Notes from 
Walnut Tree Farm, the three books that Roger 
Deakin has left us, capture this remarkable 
man’s love for the natural and human worlds, for 
literature, art and music.  The first, Waterlog, 
published in 2000, is a fascinating account of his 
setting out from his moat in Suffolk and 
swimming through the British Isles. Roger 
Deakin writes of water and swimming with vision 
and an ecological conscience. The book 
encompasses cultural history, autobiography, 
travel writing and natural history. It’s both an 
assertion of the swimmer’s right to roam and a 
celebration of the magic of water. 
 He followed the success of Waterlog 
with the equally fascinating Wildwood: a 
Journey through Trees, completed just before 
he died and published in 2007. Wildwood 
celebrates every aspect of wood as growing tree 
and artefact, from the walnut forests of 
Kyrgyzstan to the work of wood sculptor David 
Nash in Blaenau Ffestiniog, from moths in a 
wood in Essex to the apples of Kazakhstan. It’s a 
book that every Buckinghamshire resident 
should read. Wood matters. The way we deal 
with wood and woods is part of what makes us 
who we are. After Roger Deakin died, Alison 
Hastie and Terence Blacker edited and Hamish 
Hamilton published in 2008 Notes from Walnut 
Tree Farm - his third and perhaps most 
significant book even though he never saw it in 

print. Walnut Tree Farm is the extraordinary 
house in Suffolk where Roger Deakin lived for 
30 years and of which he says ‘My house was 
once an acorn’ (p.160). Built largely of wood from 
the remains of an Elizabethan house it ‘is as 
close to a living thing as a building can be’ 
(Robert Macfarlane) 
 Notes from Walnut Tree Farm is a 
record of one year of daily life, work, thoughts 
and memories centred on Walnut Tree Farm and 
sometimes moving further afield. It touches all 
aspects of life lightly and lovingly. Roger Deakin 
rejoices in the lives of spiders and worries over 
the diminishing numbers of all insects. He 
protects a lost ant on his desk and protests at 
the noise of trail bikes on the common which 
drown out the songs of birds in spring. He asks 
that ‘William Morris’s principle of repair, rather 
than restoration’ (p.71) be applied to hedges. He 
regrets the stupidity of planners: ‘The monster 
executive villas dwarf the older, vernacular 
language of the Suffolk house, which have all 
the same roof height and alignment.  So we have 
lost the graceful natural proportions of 
vernacular building.’(p.113). We are all too aware 
of this loss in Buckinghamshire, especially I feel 
in Nag’s Head Lane! 

Waterlog, Wildwood and Notes from 
Walnut Tree Farm are written with passion, 
charm, humour and, above all, hope in a rapidly 
changing world. Reading them could subtly 
change your relationship to water, wildlife, and 
most other aspects of life!  Joy Mead 

 

                    
 
References Roger Deakin Waterlog: A Swimmer’s 
Journey through Britain Vintage 2000       
Roger Deakin Wildwood: A Journey through trees 
Penguin 2008 
Roger Deakin Notes from Walnut Tree Farm 

Penguin 2009 
Robert Macfarlane The Wild Places Granta 2007 
Friends of the Earth www.foe.co.uk  
Common Ground www.commonground.org.uk  
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PHOTO PAGE 
 

 
Silver-washed Fritillary Photo Robert Lewis 
(Members’ News) 

 

Polecat Photo Mike Collard (Members’ News) 
 

 
Alien among the nettles Photo Val Marshall 

(Aliens) 

 
 
 

 
Painted Lady Photo Val Marshall 
(Members News) 

 

 
Grass snake (Members’ News) 

 

 
Ancient Beech Hobbshill Lane Photo TMarshall 

(Hedges and Trees) 
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ALIENS 
With the completion of Peter Daltry’s series on alien 
mammals in previous newsletters, it might be timely 
to consider some of the issues around “aliens”. 

The term is emotive with a negative, even 
threatening, tone. There is a tendency to regard 
“natives” as the only species with a right to remain 
and to be protected. But as Peter pointed out, a large 

proportion of our mammals are introductions, and 
some have been around for a very long time.  

The situation is even cloudier with respect to 
plants. At present 22% of species accepted as having 
established “wild” populations in Britain are classified 
as non-native. But of these over a third are classified 
as “archaeophytes” – aliens introduced before 1500, 
and many of the so-called “neophytes” have been with 

us centuries. Native plants are those arriving in 
Britain before the land-bridge with Europe was 

inundated after the last ice-age. But deciding what is 
native is problematic – there are no scientific 
records of plants before 1500, so a lot of reliance 
has to be placed on the presence of pollen in early 
peat deposits. But plants differ in terms of whether 
their pollen will survive or whether they existed by 

areas where peat was formed. While the sycamore 
was long accepted as having been introduced by the 
Romans, its pollen is now turning up in a few peat 
samples and it may have been native after all. Should 
our attitude to a plant, however, be determined by 
whether we believe it was here at the time of first 
human settlement or not? It may be scientifically 
interesting, but is it of relevance to conservation? 

The situation is complicated by the fact that 
some species are capable of introducing themselves!  
If a species is able to fly (or be carried in the wind) 
across the sea and colonise our island, is it alien or 
natural? This applies to most insects, birds and even 
many plants. (Orchid pollen is very light and can easily 
be blown hundreds of miles: some European tongue 

orchids appear now and again on the coasts of Kent 
and Cornwall.) Some species colonise by using humans 
as vectors: rats, for instance. Are they then natural 
residents? Moreover, isn’t man just another natural 
species, and so aren’t his introductions another form 
of natural selection? 

If the concept of “alien” is unhelpful, perhaps 
a more useful one (often erroneously applied to 

aliens) is “problem” species. These are species, often 
recent introductions, that unbalance existing eco-

systems and threaten to destroy many other species, 
thus reducing biodiversity. An example is Japanese 
knotweed, which can form dense stands excluding 
other plants, while supporting hardly any wildlife. But 
native species such as stinging nettle, docks, ivy, holly 

and ash are also capable of imbalance reducing 
biodiversity. All of them have responded to 

artificially raised levels of nutrients in the soil 
caused by high levels of air pollution and agricultural 
run-off, and cause problems for conservation. 

Conversely, some introduced species can 

become valuable members of natural eco-systems. An 
example is the rabbit, which, with the demise of 
sheep-farming, grazed bio-diverse chalk grasslands 
that would otherwise have long disappeared. 

So, while man has undoubtedly done a lot of 
harm by injudicious introductions, only a small 
percentage of introductions are actually harmful, and 
similar problems arise in natural communities if we 
disturb the natural balance. One can even argue that 
all eco-systems are continually evolving and imbalance 
itself is not unnatural – indeed it leads to further 
evolution and development of new species. 

The grey squirrel is currently a “problem” for 
woodland management. By ring-barking young trees 
(15-20 years) in summer when other foods like fruit 
become scarcer, they prevent the regeneration of a 
large proportion (often 80%) of trees. There is no 
possibility now of exterminating the species, but one 
can try to reduce their populations over summer by 
using warfarin baits. However, no species wipes out 

its habitat, so when many trees have been killed 
numbers of squirrels would decline. Meanwhile they 
would have opened much of our woodland, which after 
decades of neglect is generally too dense. When the 
tree does not die below the damage (usually at head 
height or more) it can shoot out like a natural pollard. 
Few trees might make it to become the veterans we 

want to encourage for the biodiversity they support, 
but no doubt some would. Taking a long perspective 
(centuries!), would it really make any difference if we 
left woodlands to such natural processes to find 

some ultimate balance with both squirrels and trees? 
After all, grey squirrels in their native America have 
not destroyed the woods they inhabit. Perhaps we 
just have to get used to them. 

This is a contentious idea, especially in view 
of the fact that the use of warfarin to control 
squirrels is being contemplated in Angling Spring 
Wood, a site in which we are directly involved, and 
which has recently suffered a huge amount of 
squirrel damage. Some people will object to such 
killing as a matter of course, others (e.g. those with 
gardens neighbouring the wood) might welcome it. 

From the point of view of commercial forestry, which 
seeks a profit from saleable timber in a reasonable 
time (say 30 or 50 years), the balance would not 
occur in time to make forestry worthwhile. What do 
members think?  Tony Marshall 
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PROJECTS 
Please contact project leaders to register your interest in helping with a particular project. 

Project title Leader Contact 

Angling Spring Wood, 
Prestwood/Gt. Missenden 

Sue Graham shgraham@mac.com 
01494 866621 

Bougs Meadow, Great 
Missenden 

John Obee jk333@btinternet.com 
01494 865564 

Butterfly Transect, 
Prestwood/Denner Hill 

Chris Bartlett admin@prestwoodnature.org.uk 
01494 864178 

Garden Ladybird Survey Tony Marshall ecorocker@gmail.com 
01494 864251 

Glow-worm Surveys Ian Taylor ian_taylor@spe.sony.com 
01494 890653 

Holy Trinity Churchyard, 
Prestwood 

David Page pageshouse@aol.com 
01494 863176 

Kiln Common Orchard’ 
Prestwood 

George Lewis glewis@apm-mail.co.uk 
01494 862780 

Old Trees & Hedges Vanessa Rickett var@fairholme.me.uk 
01494 866516 

Pond Surveys & Restoration Chris Bartlett admin@prestwoodnature.org.uk 
01494 864178 

Prestwood Picnic Site Ian Taylor See above 

Sheepwash, Prestwood Fiona Grant fiona.grant@3valleys.co.uk 
07801 677205 

WATCH for Children 
Prestwood/Gt Missenden 

Gaye Pickard markandgaye@hotmail.co.uk 
01494 865250 

White-letter Hairstreak  
Gt. Missenden 

Robert Lewis sustainabledesign@hotmail.com  
01494 863661 

Wildlife Garden, Prestwood Susan Devlin susandevlin@supanet.com 
01494 717630 

 

 
OTHER DATES OF INTEREST 

September 2009 
*12 Saturday 10.30-11.30am Priestfield Arboretum Guided tour. Free, but book on 01844 355525 
(Special Trees and Woods of the Chilterns Project) 
*13 Sunday 2.30pm 2-mile Walk on Naphill Common Trees, ponds, ancient earthworks. Free, but book 
on 01844 355525 (Special Trees and Woods of the Chilterns Project) 
*15 Tuesday 7.30-9.45pm Talk at Speen Village Hall by Peter Symonds ‘Natural History of Speen’ 
October 2009  

*20 Tuesday 7.45-10pm BBOWT: Talk on Creating and Managing Garden Ponds by Rod d’Ayala Great 
Missenden Memorial Centre. Admission £2-50. Futher information 01494 447763. 
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PN DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
September 2009 
27 Sunday 9am-noon Bougs Meadow scything, removing weeds from the stream and other work Free 
parking at Link Road Car Park, Great Missenden 
October 2009 

11 Sunday 10am-1pm Wildlife Garden at Greenlands Lane Allotments Limited parking nearby, but only 
a short walk from Prestwood High Street 
18 Sunday 2-4pm Apple Day at Collings Hanger Farm PN display and WATCH activities for children 
25 Sunday 10am-noon Tree-planting at Kiln Common Orchard off Greenlands Lane. Limited parking 
nearby, but only a short walk from Prestwood High Street 
31 Saturday 10am-4pm Scrub-clearance at Holy Trinity churchyard, Prestwood Free refreshments 
and lunch provided 
November 2009 

3 Tuesday 7-10pm PN AGM and Wildlife Photography Exhibition Prestwood Village Hall. Please 

contact Chris Bartlett if you would like to bring wildlife prints for display. 

8 Sunday 10am-1pm Boug’s Meadow Work will depend on funding received, but is likely to include 
scarifying and seeding the meadow and planting a hedge. Many hands needed! Free parking at Link Road 
Car Park, Great Missenden 
15 Sunday 2-4pm Fungus Foray at Angling Spring Wood Meet by the gate by the main road.  Limited 
parking, but short walk from either Great Missenden or Prestwood 
29 Sunday 10am-1pm Sheepwash: clearing path and excess pond vegetation Limited parking nearby 
(please do not park on Honor End Road), but short walk from centre of Prestwood 
December 2009 

13 Sunday 10am-1pm Restoration of Kiln Corner Pond (corner of Moat Lane, Kiln Road and Hotley 
Bottom Road, Prestwood) Limited parking nearby but short walk from centre of Prestwood. Wear warm 
rough clothes and wellies and be prepared to get really muddy 
25 Friday PN Council has declared this an official no-work-party day. 
January 2010 

10 Sunday 10am-1pm Boug’s Meadow Work will depend on funding received, but may include the erection 
of a wooden fence. Free parking at Link Road Car Park, Great Missenden 
17 Sunday 2-4pm Tree-measuring at Little Hampden Common This is a provisional date depending on 
receiving landowner permission. Parking opposite Rising Sun at top of Little Hampden Road 
24 Sunday 10am-1pm Angling Spring Wood Demolition of fences and removal of laurel and holly. Meet 
by the gate by the main road.  Limited parking, but short walk from either Great Missenden or 
Prestwood 
 

CONTACTS 
Chair John Obee 865564  

Children’s WATCH activities Gaye Pickard 865250 or Lesley Stoner 890128 

Project Coordinator Chris Bartlett 864178 admin@prestwoodnature.org.uk 
Programme Secretary Ian Taylor 890653 Membership Secretary Jenny Smith 866426 
Treasurer Fiona Grant fcgrant@tiscali.co.uk  Wildlife Records Tony Marshall 864251 ecorocker@gmail.com    
Other council members Joy Mead 864011 Vanessa Rickett 866516 Ian Waller 488567 
Newsletter Editor Val Marshall 864251 valmarshall@waitrose.com 
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